In this paper, we present a monolithically integrated optical waveguide true-time-delay line with embedded high-speed electrically switchable Bragg gratings based on polymer-dispersed liquid crystals (LC). We have demonstrated (1) 16-cm-long polymeric waveguides with low propagation loss (0.2 dB/cm), (2) electrically switchable Bragg gratings with high switching speed (<50 μs) and large diffraction efficiency (>99%), and (3) precisely digital controllable time delays with 40-ps increments.

2 Device Physics

The digital optical true-time-delay line, shown in Fig. 1, consists of a 16 cm-long polymeric channel waveguide fabricated on a 4 cm long silicon substrate. The polymeric channel waveguide has a 6×6 μm cross section and an effective refractive index of 1.575. It is sandwiched between top and bottom polymeric cladding layers with a refractive index of 1.562. The polymeric channel waveguide contains holographically defined Bragg grating structures with polymer-dispersed liquid crystal (LC) nanocomposites (HPDLC). The fabrication of HPDLC has been presented elsewhere. The orientation of the LC molecules can be electrically aligned by an external electric field. The refractive indices of randomly oriented LC and electrically aligned LC (for TM polarized light beam) are \(n_0 = 1.561\) and \(n_r = 1.777\), respectively. The top cladding is covered with patterned electrodes to apply an electric field for electro-optical orientations.

The mechanism of the electrically switchable Bragg grating (ESBG) is based on the index matching and mismatching between the liquid crystal region and the polymer region in the Bragg gratings formed by holography technology. Since the refractive indices are different for different LC orientations, an electric field aligns the LC directors and thus changes the refractive indices in droplets but does not affect surrounding polymers, which results in switchable Bragg gratings controlled by an external electric field. The electrically switchable Bragg grating is a volume phase grating with well-predicted diffraction properties by the Kogelnik model. Since the diameters of the liquid crystal droplets (~100 nm) are considerably less than the operating wavelength of light (600 to 1600 nm), the clouds of droplets are “seen” as a homogeneous region with an average index \((n_{LCM})\) different from that of the interspersed polymer regions \((n_p)\). The diffraction properties of an ESBG can be modeled by assuming an index modulation given by:

\[
 n = n_0 + n_1 \cos(\tilde{K} \cdot \tilde{r}),
\]

where \(n_0\) is the average refractive index, \(\tilde{K}\) is the grating vector, and \(\tilde{r}\) is a position coordinate. In Eq. (1), \(n_1\) is the index modulation amplitude given by

\[
 n_1 = \left(2f_c/\pi\right)(n_{LCM} - n_p)\sin[\alpha \pi],
\]

where \(f_c\) is the volume fraction of the phase-separated liquid crystal in the ESBG, \(n_p\) is the polymer index, and \(\alpha\) is the fraction of grating period \(\Lambda\) occupied by the liquid crystal droplets. By properly controlling \(f_c\) and \(\alpha\), a refractive index modulation amplitude of ~0.1 can be achieved.

For an in-line reflection hologram, the equations of diffraction efficiency for TE and TM polarizations are identical to that predicted by Kogelnik as well, given as...
$R = \tanh^2 \left[ \frac{\pi n_1 d}{\lambda} \right].$  

where $R$ is the peak reflection, $d$ is the grating length, and $\lambda$ is the Bragg wavelength. The electrically switchable Bragg gratings fabricated have a grating length $d = 30 \, \mu m$ and $n_1 = 0.02$ at a low switching voltage of 20 V. A reflection efficiency >99% was obtained.

Since each grating can be electrically switched on-and-off to allow the signal to either reflect or bypass the waveguide, an array of delay times $T$ can be generated at any value at an increment of $2\Delta\tau$, up to the maximum value $T_{\text{max}} = N\lambda (2\Delta\tau)$, where $N$ is the number of individual gratings, $\Delta\tau = nL/c$, $L$ is the spatial separation between every two gratings, $n$ is the effective index of waveguide, and $c$ is the speed of light in a vacuum. A polymeric waveguide delay line with 4-mm separations between the embedded switchable Bragg gratings was developed, which corresponds to 40-ps optical time-delay increments.

### 3 Device Characterization

The performance of the TTD is characterized employing a mode-locked fiber (Calmar FPL-01) laser system, which generates narrow optical pulses (<10 ps) that were subsequently launched into the TTD line. The reflected output signals are routed through a fiber-optic circulator and sequentially sampled by a digital sampling oscilloscope. The whole system was synchronized by the trigger system.

When the electrical switch control unit turns on the electrically switchable Bragg gratings in the delay-line waveguide, a reflected optical signal is displayed on the sampling scope at “zero” position. If the electrical switch control unit turns on another electrically switchable Bragg grating, the second reflected pulse will show on the scope screen at a different position, corresponding to a true time delay of ~40 ps, which is in line with the round trip distance between the two electrically switchable Bragg gratings (4 mm) on the waveguide delay-line module. By switching on different gratings, various true time delays can be readily obtained. Figure 2 illustrates 40-ps time delay intervals, corresponding to the 4-mm separations of the three gratings in the polymeric waveguide delay line. In Fig. 2, the secondary peaks following the main reflected pulse are due to the narrow reflection bandwidth of the switchable Bragg grating, which, when transferred into time domain, presents a sinc function profile. Detailed analysis can be found in Ref. 9.

The switching speed of the switchable Bragg gratings was characterized by sending a cw laser into the waveguide and measuring the time delay between the electrical switch-on signal and the returned optical signals. Since the propagation time of the optical signal in the waveguide is much shorter (~40 ps) than the grating response time (~50 ps), the delay is essentially the response time of the electrically switchable Bragg gratings, which was measured to be 50 ps. The insertion losses were measured to be 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 dB for the first three Bragg gratings, respectively, when they were individually switched on.

### 4 Conclusion

We have successfully demonstrated an integrated optical true-time-delay line based on ultra-low-loss polymeric waveguides and electrically switchable Bragg gratings. A reflection efficiency >99% was obtained at a low driving voltage of 20 V with a very fast switching speed (~50 µs) that is at least 100 times faster than any existing commercial optical switch. Reprogrammable optical true time delays of 40 ps were achieved. The linear phase-frequency relations were verified over a wideband frequency range.
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